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Power solutions including a
wide variety of transformers,
line reactors and power
conditioning products.

The world leader in circuit
and personal protection;
fuses, semi-conductors,
relays and electrical safety.

Bell is the original
weatherproof outlet box that
continues to lead with
unparalleled quality.

Ladder, centerline, mesh,
fiberglass, aluminum and
steel: make MP Husky your
cable tray ‘best friend.’

Residential, commercial,
industrial and hospital grade
wiring devices built with
uncompromising standards.

Construction grade steel
boxes, floor boxes, plastic
boxes and all variety of
fittings.

If you need Schedule 40, 80
or PVC fittings and
enclosures, Cantex is your
stock and service partner.

PVC coated metal products
proven to stand the test of
time, as well as the test of
corrosive environments!

CMP offers a comprehensive
list of cleats in a variety of
materials for use in industrial
and hazardous locations.

Waterproof lamps and
complete fixtures as
individual in nature as storied
product history.

Bathroom ventilation solution
for the green generation.
Long life, low noise and
efficiency.

Not just every kind copper
and aluminum wire, but also
SIMpull® tools and services
that make wire installation
fast, safe and reliable.

Fasteners, tape and hardware
support your hard work.
Dottie is ‘everything else’ in
one place.

The originator of the bubble
cover that makes
weatherproof both attractive
and functional.

Galvanized couplings, clamps
and nipples.

TCP’s product line is LED
ENERGY STAR rated lamps
and fixtures to light your
space with tomorrow’s
technology today.

The finest materials and latest
technologies to make your
grounding ultra-reliable.

Electric heat, ventilation, and
HVAC controls. TPI is
America’s Comfort
Conditioning Company.

Specification grade
equipment and lighting for the
most demanding hazardous
and rough environments.

Tubular steel conduits and
fittings including designed as
the future of raceway.

Not just replacement lamps,
but lamps and fixture of the
highest flexibility and quality
available.

USA made NEMA 1, 3R, 4,
4X, and 12 enclosures,
wireway, pushbutton stations
and non-metallic enclosures.
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acme@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $150
Prepaid: $1,000
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littelfuse@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $100
Prepaid – Fuses: $300
Prepaid – Relays: $1,500

bell@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $250
Prepaid: $500
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mphusky@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $150

bryant@rbalescorp.com
Minimum: $200
Prepaid: $1,000
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raco@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $250
Prepaid: $2,000

cantex@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $100
Prepaid - Fittings: $1,500
Prepaid – Pipe: $10,000
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plastibond@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $250
Prepaid: $6,000

cmp@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $150
Prepaid: $2,500
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delta@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: none
Prepaid: $2,000
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dottie@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $50
Prepaid: $750
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taymac@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $250
Prepaid: $500

ecnkorns@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $100
Prepaid: $1,000
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tcp@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: none
Prepaid: $1,000

harger@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $50
Prepaid: Varies, please call
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tpi@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: none
Prepaid: $2,000

killark@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $250
Prepaid: $2,000
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wheatland@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $100
Prepaid – Conduit – 10,000#
Prepaid - Fittings: $750

led@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $50
Prepaid: $2,000
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wiegmann@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $250
Prepaid: $2,000
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srs@rbsalescorp.com
Minimum: $150
Prepaid - Lamps: $1,000
Prepaid – Fixtures - $1,750
southwire@rbsalescorp.com
Prepaid - 5,000# Cu Wire
Minimum and Prepay vary
Please contact for more info

